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Letter to Students
Dear Half Hollow Hills Student,
Welcome to Summer Reading 2021! It is our hope that you will spend the summer months reading
and enjoying our suggested1 book selections over the next few months. The goal of summer reading
is to give you the opportunity to explore newness – a concept, a place, a culture unfamiliar yet brought
to life in a book. Emily Dickinson eloquently provides perspective:
THERE is no frigate like a book
To take us lands away,
Nor any coursers like a page
Of prancing poetry.
This traverse may the poorest take
Without oppress of toll;
How frugal is the chariot
That bears a human soul!
Whether you plan to travel across the world or across Long Island, we hope your summer reading
books become a companion for you and a source of inspiration as well. The benefits of reading during
the summer months are applicable to all students and we hope that everyone takes advantage of this
opportunity.
The following themes are covered:
Grade 9: Heroes as Archetypes
Grade 10: War and Peace
Grade 11: Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness
Grade 12: Citizens of the World
We suggest the following:
1. Choose one or more books from your grade level lists to read over the summer.
2. In September, let your teacher know you read a summer book. Your teacher may provide an option
for additional class credit if you complete a given assignment about your book.
3. In lieu of reading one of these titles, you can participate in the New York Times Summer Reading
Contest. Access to NY Times articles can be found on your high school’s library page in Canvas. Click
here for HS East and here for HS West.
If you have any questions about Summer Reading 2021, please contact Love Foy, District-wide
Coordinator of Secondary Language Arts and Reading at 631.592.3186.
Enjoy your books!
Sincerely,
The English Language Arts Department of Half Hollow Hills
1

Students in AP Language, AP Literature, AP Research, AP Seminar, College English, and Senior Experience have
REQUIRED assignments specific to these courses. Please see pages 8-26 of this packet for further information.
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SUGGESTED
SUMMER READING TITLES
Grades 9 - 12
2021
4
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NINTH-GRADE
Fiction Titles
A Heart in a Body in the World, Deb Caletti
Darius the Great is Not Okay, Adib Khorran
Life As We Knew It, Susan Beth Pfeffer
When Dimple Met Rishi, Sandhya Menon

Non-Fiction Titles
What Happens in Tomorrow World? Jordan Gross
Hey Kiddo, Jarret Krosoczka
I’d Like to Apologize to Every Teacher I Ever Had: My Year as a Rookie Teacher at Northeast
High, Tony Danza
The Pact, Three Young Men Make a Promise and Fulfill a Dream, Drs. Sampson Davis,
George Jenkins, and Rameck Hunt
Tomorrow Will Be Different: Love, Loss and the Fight for Trans Equality, Sarah McBride

TENTH-GRADE
Fiction Titles
A Land of Permanent Goodbyes, Atia Abawi
Code Talker, Joseph Bruchac
Flight, Sherman Alexie
Illegal, Colfer and Donkin
Monday’s Not Coming, Tiffany Jackson
Price of Duty, Todd Strasser
Non-Fiction Titles
A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier, Ishmael Beah
Lone Survivor, Marcus Luttrell
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ELEVENTH-GRADE
Fiction
Every Exquisite Thing, Matthew Quick
Little Brother, Cory Doctorow

Non-Fiction
Dear Martin, Nic Stone
Decoded, Jay-Z
Nickel and Dimed: On (Not) Getting By in America, by Barbara Ehrenreich
Proud: My Fight for an Unlikely American Dream, Ibithaj Mohammed
The 57 Bus: A True Story of Two Teenagers and the Crime that Changed Their Lives, Dashka
Slater

TWELFTH-GRADE
Contemporary Issues in Literature and Composition
Text Choices
I Have the Right To: A High School Survivor’s Story of Sexual Assault, Justice, and Hope,
Prout and Abelson
Parkland, Birth of a Movement, Dave Cullen
The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness, Michelle Alexander
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REQUIRED SUMMER READING
ASSIGNMENTS
Honors*
2021
*Honors assignments are required for all students
enrolled in these courses.

7
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TWELFTH-GRADE
College English HSE
Please read the following novel for your summer reading assignment: Stamped: Racism,
Antiracism, and You, by Ibram X. Kendi and Jason Reynolds. Prior to reading the book, please
visit our Google page here. This is a mandatory read before you begin the book so that you
understand our lens and purpose.
As you read the book, it is suggested that you annotate or make notes in the margins of the text
(though these are not mandatory nor will they be collected). If the book is borrowed from the
library, you can keep a reader’s notebook. In either case, your annotated novel or reader’s
notebook can be used while you take the full period test. The test will be in one, forty-minute
period and is made up of:
1. 25 multiple choice questions assessing your comprehension and critical thinking skills
based on the novel.
2. A one-paragraph written response based on a content-specific question derived from the
novel.
The test will be administered in the first or second week of school and will count as a summative
test grade.
8
PLEASE NOTE: Books can be picked up in Mr. Zarzicki’s classroom, Room 217.
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TWELFTH-GRADE
College English HSW
Please read the following novel for your summer reading assignment: A Children’s Bible by
Lydia Millet.
As you read the book, it is suggested that you annotate or make notes in the margins of the text
(though these are not mandatory nor will they be collected). If the book is borrowed from the
library, you can keep a reader’s notebook. In either case, your annotated novel or reader’s
notebook can be used while you complete a full period essay assessment. The assessment will be
in one, forty-minute period.
Please be prepared to write a thoughtful and well-developed essay of at least 500 words that
responds to a prompt inspired by the novel, A Children’s Bible. You may use your annotated
text.
The essay will be administered in the first or second week of school and will count as a
summative test grade.

PLEASE NOTE: Books can be picked up in Mr. Ricciuti’s classroom, Room 173.
9
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TWELFTH-GRADE
Senior Experience
One of the goals of the Grade 12 English courses is to create an environment in which you can
discover new understandings about yourself and the world around you. To start this process, your
summer assignment will focus on developing your own personal philosophy. This is not a new
process and it certainly is not easy. In 1951 Edward R. Murrow hosted This I Believe, a daily
radio program that reached 39 million listeners. On this broadcast, Americans—both well known
and unknown—read five-minute essays about their personal philosophy of life. They shared
insights about individual values that shaped their daily actions. Fifty years later, This I Believe,
Inc, is continuing the mission and we will be using their website as the platform for our own
philosophies which could develop into your college essay.
1) Print the FOUR essays (links are provided below)
“Finding Out What’s Under Second Base”
“A Shared Moment of Trust”
“Disrupting My Comfort Zone”
“Returning to What’s Natural”
2) Go to the following website http://thisibelieve.org. Use the EXPLORE tab to find ONE
additional essay that speaks to your interests or ideals.
3) Write a reaction paragraph for EACH essay (FIVE total). In this paragraph, explain the
author’s beliefs and give your personal reaction. Do you agree or disagree with him/her? Why or
Why not? Be sure to cite specifics in your paragraph.
4) Now it’s your turn!! Give it the “old college try!!” Using the insights gained from reading the
This I Believe essays, construct your own This I Believe essay. Follow the guidelines provided
below. Read the instructions carefully. Essays should be typed and should follow the formatting
rules of MLA. The essay will count as a writing assignment for the first quarter and more
importantly, can be used as a launching point for your college essay.
This I Believe Essay-Writing Guidelines
 Tell a story: Be specific. Take your belief out of the ether and ground it in the events of your
life. Consider moments when belief was formed or tested or changed. Think of your own
experience, work, and family, and tell of the things you know that no one else does. Your
story need not be heart-warming or gut-wrenching—it can even be funny—but it should be
real. Make sure your story ties to the essence of your daily life philosophy and the shaping of
your beliefs.
 Be brief: Your statement should be between 350 and 500 words. That’s about three minutes
when read aloud at your natural pace.
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 Name your belief: If you can’t name it in a sentence or two, your essay might not be about
belief. Also, rather than writing a list, consider focusing on one core belief, because three
minutes is a very short time.
 Be positive: Please avoid preaching or editorializing. Tell us what you do believe, not what
you don’t believe. Avoid speaking in the editorial “we.” Make your essay about you; speak in
the first person.
 Be personal: Write in words and phrases that are comfortable for you to speak. We
recommend you read your essay aloud to yourself several times, and each time edit it and
simplify it until you find the words, tone, and story that truly echo your belief and the way
you speak.
“Never has the need for personal philosophies of this kind been so urgent.” -Edward R. Murrow

11
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REQUIRED SUMMER READING
ASSIGNMENTS
Advanced Placement*
2021
*Advanced Placement assignments are required for all
students enrolled in these courses.
12
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AP LANGUAGE
HIGH SCHOOL EAST
Please read the following information closely:
“An AP course in English Language and Composition engages students in becoming skilled
readers of prose written in a variety of periods, disciplines, and rhetorical contexts, and in
becoming skilled writers who compose for a variety of purposes. Both their writing and their
reading should make students aware of the interactions among a writer’s purposes, audience
expectations, and subjects as well as the way generic conventions and the resources of language
contribute to effectiveness in writing (collegeboard.com, 6).
“The AP English Language and Composition course follows this emphasis. As in the college
course, its purpose is to enable students to read complex texts with understanding and to write
prose of sufficient richness and complexity to communicate effectively with mature readers.” (6)
“The intense concentration on language use in the course enhances students’ ability to use
grammatical conventions appropriately and to develop stylistic maturity in their prose. Stylistic
development is nurtured by emphasizing the following:





A wide-ranging vocabulary used appropriately and effectively;
A variety of sentence structures, including appropriate use of subordination and
coordination;
Logical organization, enhanced by specific techniques to increase coherence, such as
repetition, transitions, and emphasis;
A balance of generalization and specific illustrative detail; and an effective use of
rhetoric, including controlling tone, establishing and maintaining voice, and achieving
appropriate emphasis through diction and sentence structure. (8)

“When students read, they should become aware of how stylistic effects are achieved by
writers’ linguistic choices. Since imaginative literature often highlights such stylistic decisions,
fiction and poetry clearly can have a place in the AP English Language and Composition course.
The main purpose of including such literature is to aid students in understanding rhetorical and
linguistic choices, rather than to study literary conventions.” (8)
Please read the following texts:
 Slouching Towards Bethlehem by Joan Didion
As you read, keep a reader’s notebook/journal to help you pay attention to detailed content.
Complete all notebooks/journals in your own print or script – no typing or computer generated
text will be accepted. Your notebook/journal can be used during the assessment given the first
week of school. There will be one content-specific reading test AND one literary-based multiple
choice test. The exam will count as a full test grade.
PLEASE NOTE: Books can be picked up in Mr. Zarzicki’s classroom, Room 217.
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AP LANGUAGE
HIGH SCHOOL WEST

Dear AP Composition student:
Welcome to AP Language and Composition. Considering how many things have changed in the
first six months of 2021 I felt it was time to change the Summer Reading Assignment.
While I am under the belief that one could consider every text as a form of an argument, the
synthesis essay is a great way to start our conversation. It is very similar to a DBQ in that you are
provided with documents that you will draw upon to craft your response. This particular
synthesis prompt considers the factors that should be considered when memorializing a
person or event. This topic seems appropriate for conversations we are currently having about
monuments. Please read the prompt carefully and write a 500-800 word essay regarding the
factors that must be considered when memorializing a person or event. You must include
evidence from at least 3 of the sources provided. Please read and revise your essay before
submitting it in class on the first day of school.
Also, considering the historic times that we are experiencing, I think it is an excellent time to
read a novel written by a person of color or a female to start our more inclusive curriculum. This
assignment is optional, but I think many of you are looking for ways to explore new ideas and
this is an excellent route. You could write a short metacognitive response on why you chose the
particular novel and what new insight gained from the author. I will give you the option to use
this assignment in place of a required assignment in the first quarter (for some added incentive).
There are many resources available to help you find a title that interests you. I find NPR’s Best
Books lists to be extremely helpful because of the ability to filter topics.
With all that being said, I hope you all stay safe and healthy this summer and find some ways to
enjoy your time with your family. The uncertainty about what September may look like is
uncomfortable but we will find a way together to connect, learn, and discover new ways of
thinking and expressing ourselves. I look forward to meeting you all.
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AP LITERATURE
HIGH SCHOOL EAST
Read the following novel for your summer reading requirement.
Jane Eyre, Charlotte Brontë
As you read, pay attention to major events, shifts in plot, and themes. You may annotate the
novel as you read, but only do so in order to help you understand the text. Do not simply
annotate for the sake of annotating!
There will be three assessments based on this novel during the first two weeks of school: an APstyle multiple-choice exam, a content specific reading exam, and an AP-style essay.
Each assessment is indicative of the level of rigor you will experience in this course; each will
count as a full test grade.

PLEASE NOTE: Books can be picked up in Mr. Smyrk’s classroom, Room 201.
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AP LITERATURE
HIGH SCHOOL WEST
Please read How to Read Literature Like a Professor (2nd Edition) by Thomas C. Foster. You
must also read the short stories listed below, which have been paired with chapters from the
second edition of the text. The written part of the assignment follows the list of paired readings.
Readings:
● Every Trip is a Quest A Worn Path | Eudora Welty
● Nice to Eat You: Communion Deportation at Breakfast Larry Fondation
● Nice to Eat You: Vampires Where are You Going and Where Have You Been Joyce
Carol Oates
● Where Have I Seen Her Jerusalem's Lot Stephen King
● When in Doubt: Shakespeare
2BR02B Kurt Vonnegut
● When in Doubt: The Bible Araby James Joyce
● Hansel & Gretel
The Necklace Guy De Maupassant
● Greek to Me Gryphon Charles Baxter
● More than Rain or Snow The Storm Kate Chopin
● Never Stand by the Hero The Scarlet Ibis James Hurst
● Concerning Violence Battle Royal Ralph Ellison
● Is that a Symbol? Hills Like White Elephants Ernest Hemingway
● All Political The Masque of the Red Death Edgar Allen Poe
● She's a Christ Figure A Hunger Artist Franz Kafka
● Flights of Fancy A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings Gabriel Garcia Marquez
● It's all About Sex The Rocking-Horse Winner D. H. Lawrence
● But Sex Isn't How to Talk to Girls at Parties Neil Gaiman
● Baptism The River Flannery O'Conner
● Geography Matters This is What it Means to Say Phoenix Arizona Sherman Alexie
● Season Matter To Build a Fire Jack London
● Marked for Greatness Harrison Begeron Kurt Vonnegut
● Blind for a Reason Cathedral Raymond Carver
● Not Just Illness The Yellow Wallpaper Charlotte Perkins Gilman
● Don't Read with Your Eyes Sonny's Blues James Baldwin
● Symbolism: Cry if I Want to The Wish Roald Dahl
● Ironies An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge Ambrose Bierce
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Secondly, complete the following assignment:
For each chapter create a typed document, in MLA format, which includes the following
information, in the order in which it appears in How to Read Literature Like a Professor.
● Title of the chapter
● The main claim or thesis of the chapter, summarized in your own words with a
parenthetical citation indicating the page number upon which the main claim appears.
EX. Chbosky argues that humans are privy to moments of deep connection with others
and with the universe, which can be at times confusing, terrifying, and exhilarating, but
are always meaningful to the development of the human experience (Chbosky 39).
● A summary of the key ideas of the chapter. EX. The key points touched upon in this
chapter are: isolation and community, the power of music, innocence versus experience,
the dangers of predatory behaviors, shared adolescent experiences, and appearance versus
reality.
● One five sentence paragraph about how the ideas discussed in the chapter are reflected in
the paired short story. Each paragraph must contain a topic sentence, three well
developed supporting sentences, and a concluding sentence which discusses the
significance of the ideas of the chapter.

PLEASE NOTE: Books can be picked up in Ms. Sarich’s classroom, Room 172.
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AP SEMINAR
Welcome to the first course in the AP Capstone diploma program!
AP Seminar, the first course in the program, is like no class you have taken before. You will be
asked to self-select topics of interest, find sources to read on those topics, evaluate the credibility
of those sources, and engage with your class peers about the topics and sources you find. The
teachers are solely responsible to teach you how to evaluate the sources and write and speak
about them in an academic manner. We will not supply you with any of the materials that you
read. In short, the students have the opportunity to research what is of interest to them and the
teachers are here to guide students through that process.
The Summer Assignment has two parts.
Part 1
You will read Etched in Sand by Regina Calcaterra. This book is a
work of nonfiction. The author is a successful lawyer, New York
State official, and activist. Her painful early life, however, was
quite different. Calcaterra and her four siblings survived an abusive
and painful childhood only to find themselves faced with the
challenges of the foster-care system and intermittent homelessness
in the shadows of Manhattan and the Hamptons.
As you read the text, you should consider some of the themes that
are developed and issues that are discussed by the author.
Additionally, you should think about how the author feels about her
life and what she wants you to learn from her experiences.

Part 2
Select one of the themes below to conduct research.
1. Foster Care: abuse of children in care; lack of stability/children living in multiple
homes; older children in foster care; aging out of the system and becoming independent;
promoting adoption.
2. Social Safety Net: government inadequacy in providing for those in poverty,
specifically children; victims of abuse and how they are treated; courts and rulings on
parental rights vs children’s needs; hunger – specifically with children who cannot
provide for themselves; improper use of government funding and support; involvement
(or lack) of schools –especially with abused children.
3. Housing on Long Island: inequities in housing; access (or lack) to rent assistance.
4. Theme of your choice: this could be a theme, topic or issue that you discovered for
yourself as you read the book.
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Part 2 (continued)
Once you have selected a theme, complete the following steps:
1. Go to the Half Hollow Hills website to access Clever. Login using
your district Google account. (You can click on the link to watch a
video that details this entire process).
2. Once you’ve accessed the Clever main page, scroll down to
Infobase Learning. Look for the image on your right.
3. Click on Facts on File: Issues and Controversies.
4. Using the search function, type in the theme, topic or issue on
which you selected to conduct research.
5. Once the search is complete, you will be brought to a summary
page that gives you a broad overview of the selected topic. It will
also present you with perspectives on the topic. You should read
that page before looking for sources.
6. You will then research (2) primary sources documents, (1) editorial source, and (1) media
source from that database (see video in the AP Seminar Google Classroom for specific
directions). The primary and editorial sources must be at least 3 pages in length.
The media source must be at least 5 minutes long.
7. As you read or watch the sources, pay close attention to the claims the author makes
and what the overall argument is of each source. Think about the lens or lenses the
source could be viewed through and start to consider the perspectives the author uses to
support his or her thesis.
8. You might have to read or watch the sources you’ve selected a few times before
completing the following tasks.
9. You may print out the following pages and complete it by hand or you may download the
document as a Google document and complete it electronically.
10. This assignment will be collected the first week of school.
All AP Seminar students may access our Google Classroom AP Seminar Summer Assignment
class. The code is 73dolx3.

PLEASE NOTE:
Books can be picked up in Ms. Brown’s classroom at HSE, Room 205.
Books can be picked up in Ms. Saleem-Brennan’s classroom at HSW, Room 172.
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Name: _____________________________________________________
Directions: Answer the following questions in complete sentences.
1. What topic or issue did you select to research?

2. Why did you select this topic or issue? Explain.
 Do you have a personal connection with it?
 Are you curious about it?
 Is it your passion?

20

3. What would you like to learn from your research?
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1. What is the title of primary source 1?

__
2. Who authored the source? Include all names.

__

3. What is the main idea or central theme of the source? This must be written as a sentence or two.

4. Identify three pieces of evidence (direct quotes) from the source that the author uses to support
the main idea or theme?
Evidence 1

5.

Evidence 2

Evidence 3

How did the source confirm or challenge your initial understanding of the research topic?
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1.

What is the title of primary source 2?

__
2. Who authored the source? Include all names.

__

3. What is the main idea or central theme of the source? This must be written as a sentence or two.

4. Identify three pieces of evidence (direct quotes) from the source that the author uses to support
the main idea or theme?
Evidence 1

Evidence 2

Evidence 3

5. How did the source confirm or challenge your initial understanding of the research topic?
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1. What is the title of your editorial source?

__
2. Who authored the source? Include all names.

__

3. What is the main idea or central theme of the source? This must be written as a sentence or two.

4. Identify three pieces of evidence (direct quotes) from the source that the author uses to support
the main idea or theme?
Evidence 1

Evidence 2

Evidence 3

5. How did the source confirm or challenge your initial understanding of the research topic?
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1.

What is the title of your media source?

__
2. Who authored the source? Include all names.

__

3. What is the main idea or central theme of the source? This must be written as a sentence or two.

4. Identify three pieces of evidence (direct quotes) from the source that the author uses to support
the main idea or theme?
Evidence 1

Evidence 2

Evidence 3

5. How did the source confirm or challenge your initial understanding of the research topic?
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AP RESEARCH
Dear Researcher,
Congratulations on your decision to challenge yourself by continuing your AP Capstone journey
by taking AP Research, the second course in the program! The skills you acquired in AP
Seminar, and which you will continue to acquire and build upon in AP Research, are paramount
in your post-high school success. AP Research allows students to deeply explore an academic
topic, problem, or issue of an individual interest. In the course, you will: apply research methods;
employ ethical practices; and access, analyze, and synthesize information. It is also strongly
encouraged that you work with a mentor, an expert advisor who can assist in your research
endeavor. The course culminates with a two-fold performance task that includes an academic
thesis paper of approximately 4,000 to 5,000 words and a 15-minute individual presentation and
a 5-minute oral defense. The attached summer work is not “busy work.” It was carefully
designed by AP Research instructors across the College Board community to help you prepare
yourself with the foundational skills, knowledge, and concepts necessary for success in the
course and on the performance task. AP Research will require you to dig deep both in thought
and in action, so please start the process now. Please be patient, as I will be both working and
traveling over summer break and may not respond immediately.

Sincerely,
Hills Research Teachers

Before starting the summer assignment, do the following:
 Log into Google Classroom and join the AP Research Summer Assignment class.
The code is 4a64fy4.


Read about the AP Research Course in the Course Overview document, which is
provided for you in Google Classroom. We also uploaded two Sample papers that you
must read before starting the summer assignment. (There are Screencastify videos that
provide teacher commentary about each paper. You can find those in Google Classroom
also).

Then complete the summer assignment.

CONTINUE
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Task 1: Research Reflection Questions
A. Read the Research Matrix (see page 3 of this document). Familiarize yourself with the
concepts Focus, Scope, Value, and Feasibility. Then answer the reflection questions for
each concept in a Google document. You will submit your reflection responses to
your respective Research teacher by Monday, September 13, 2021. It is important
that you give these questions plenty of thought before responding, as your answers are
critical to building the research question that will guide your coursework throughout the
school year. These questions fit into four major concepts that we will explore in depth:
Focus, Scope, Value, and Feasibility. Consider each question carefully and respond
thoughtfully, thoroughly, and truthfully. Each response should be at least 4 sentences.
B. Once you have completed the reflection questions, begin to draft a research question.
You must submit your research question draft in the same document as your
responses to the reflection questions. Remember (from AP Seminar) that your research
question should include a topic, a specific objective (what you want to learn), and a
purpose (why it is important to find the answer/solution or what you intend to do
with the information you learn).
Task 2: Annotated Bibliography
Compile all of the articles that you researched in a working annotated bibliography. You should
have approximately 15-20 sources. You should format the bibliography using the citation
method that best aligns with your discipline (humanities/ MLA and the hard sciences/ APA or
AMA). Each source annotation should be 100 words. Each annotation must summarize the
document, address its credibility, discuss how it connects to your topic, and identify how
you plan to use it. This will be a separate document that you will submit to your instructor
by Monday, September 13, 2021.

CONTINUE
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AP Research Summer Assignment: Research Matrix
Concept

FOCUS
____________________
Research Discipline and
Topic

SCOPE
____________________
Depth and Size of your
Research Project

VALUE
__________________
Contribution to the Body
of Knowledge

FEASIBILITY
_____________________
Possibility of Research

Description

Discipline: Lens or section of focus
● Art
● History
● Humanities
● Hard Sciences
● Social Sciences
● Mathematics

Reflection Questions to Answer (Answer
each question)

Source Collection (Required)

What discipline do you feel you are most
successful in at school?

Research 5 articles in the discipline of your interest. Be sure
to closely read and annotate each source.

What discipline would you enjoy working in
during your research?

You can use these articles to help inform the structure and style
of your academic paper. This will remove some of your confusion
when you begin composing your academic paper.

What details can you add to your discipline to
shape your topic interest?

Topic: Specific interest within a
discipline that creates the basics of your
research question

Is this a continuation of a topic you explored in
AP Seminar?

Context: The specific setting of your
research

What specific things will you study? People?
Animals? Things? Concepts? Theories?

Variables: The items/people/situations/
issues/concepts being studied and/or
manipulated

How will you work with the people/animals/
things/concepts/theories that you will research?

The value of your research is determined
by how your contribution enhances what
is already known about the topic. You
are expected to either add the current
conversation of a discipline or use
multiple discipline conversations to
create new knowledge.

Will your research change the way we
currently see the topic?

Time, money, and resources can play a
major part in determining the ability to
complete your research. You will have
around two months to complete your
actual research project: December and
January.

What will you physically and/or monetarily
need to complete your research?

How will your research benefit society or your
discipline of study?

*Compile these sources in an annotated bibliography that you
will reference throughout the year.

Research 5 articles that work with similar variables to your
research interest. Be sure to closely read and annotate each
source.
You can use these articles to help inform your research method
27
that you will construct in the course.
*Compile these sources in an annotated bibliography that you
will reference throughout the year.
Research 5-10 articles that present current discussions about
the value of your topic. As you read and annotate take note of
the multiple perspectives that each source presents.
You will be able to use this content for your literature review or
discussion of your topic. This will help you locate the need for
your project.
*Compile these sources in an annotated bibliography that you
will reference throughout the year.
Contact an adult who is skilled in your topic. Talk with them and
ask if they would be interested in supporting you during your
research process.

How long will your research take?
Do you have access to the things you need for
research?
Who can help you with your research?
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The College Board requires you to have an Expert Advisor.
Building a professional relationship with someone invested in
your discipline will strengthen your academic paper.

Composing Annotations: Verbs for Referring to Sources
Young researchers sometimes struggle with composing concise yet thorough annotations. One way
that you can ensure that your annotations are precise is to use strong verbs. Verb choice can even
indicate your attitude toward each source you cite. Don't just keep repeating “Smith says.” There is
a wide choice of such verbs in the English language. Use a dictionary to check that you have chosen
a verb with the nuance you intend.
Here are some grammatical patterns to follow in using these verbs:
Pattern 1: reporting verb + that + subject + verb
acknowledge
assert

admit
agree
allege
argue
assume
believe
claim
conclude
consider
decide
demonstrate deny
determine
discover doubt
emphasize
explain
find
hypothesize
imply
indicate
infer
note
object
observe
point out
reveal
show
state
suggest

(a) Da Souza argues that previous researchers have misinterpreted the data.
(b) Researchers have demonstrated that the procedure is harmful.
(c) Positivists find that social disorders are exacerbated by class factors.
(d) Singh infers that both states are essential.
Note that these verbs all differ in meaning—they cannot be used interchangeably. For example,
the verb argue in sample sentence (a) indicates your judgment that the author’s conclusion is
based on evidence and reasoning, but that other conclusions might be possible. The verb
demonstrate in sentence (b) indicates your judgment that the researchers’ evidence and reasoning
are so convincing that no other conclusion is possible. Beware of using the verbs discuss or express
followed by that. For example, it is incorrect to write, “The reviewer expressed that the movie is
not worth seeing.” You can, however, write the following: “The reviewer expressed the view that
the movie is not worth seeing.”
Verbs in this category may also appear in a subordinate clause beginning with As:
(e) As Da Souza argues, misinterpretations by previous researchers need to be corrected.
(f) As researchers have demonstrated, the procedure is harmful.
Pattern 2: reporting verb + somebody/something + for + noun/gerund
applaud
blame
censure
criticize
disparage
fault
praise
ridicule
single out
thank
(a) Smith criticized Jones for his use of incomplete data (OR for using incomplete data).
(b) Both Smith and Jones condemn previous researchers for distorting the data.
(c) Banting thanked Best for his contribution to the discovery of insulin.
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Pattern 3: reporting verb + somebody/something + as + noun/gerund/adjective
appraise
assess
characterize
class
classify
define
depict
describe
evaluate
identify
interpret
portray
present
refer
view
(a) Jones describes the findings as resting on irrefutable evidence.
(b) Smith identifies the open window as a source of contamination. (c)
Smith and Jones both present their data as conclusive.
Prepared for use at the University of Toronto by Martine Johnson, International Student Centre, and revised in 2004 by Rebecca
Smollett, Margaret Procter, and Jerry Plotnick. Visit our many files offering advice about university writing at
www.advice.writing.utoronto.ca

Annotated Bibliography Rubric
The following criteria are required for each entry in your annotated bibliography. Remember,
this assignment proves your ability to situate yourself and your topic in the body of knowledge.

Citation

Summary of Source

Credibility of Source

Connection to
Research Topic

Plan for Use in
Academic Paper

Student accurately cites
the source through the
use of an accepted
citation style. This style
must be rooted in the
discipline the student is
currently accessing for
information.

Student summarizes the
source. This summary is
clear, detailed, and
identifies the main
objective of the source.
The summary should be
concise, and should NOT
be the majority of the
entry.

Student discusses the
credibility of the source. If
credibility is not
traditionally present (peerreviewed article), student
makes an attempt to
justify credibility in the
context of the research
topic.

Student describes
how this source
directly connects to
the research topic.
Student shows a clear
ability to synthesize
their own topic and
the topic of the
source.

Student states a
rationale for use of the
source in their
academic paper by
stating the elements of
the matrix which the
source supports:
focus, scope, value, or
feasibility
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Source No.

Citation
(1 pt.)

Summary
(1 pt.)

Credibility
(1 pt.)

Connection
(1 pt.)

Plan
(1 pt.)

Score
____/5

1

____/5

2

____/5

3

____/5

4

____/5

5

____/5

6

____/5

7

____/5

8

____/5

9

____/5

10

____/5

11

____/5

12

____/5

13

____/5

14

____/5

15

____/5

16

____/5

17

____/5

18

____/5

19

____/5

20

____/5

Commentary
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